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Abstract—The Indonesian population reached 270,20 million in 2020. Each resident is equipped with various secret identities. The 

COVID-19 pandemic has made all activities use technology as a basis, causing residents' identities to be stored digitally. Some 

applications that keep these identities experience data leaks. However, with the advent of Web3 and its emphasis on decentralization 

through blockchain, a new era of secure data management is possible. Blockchain, with its inherent security features, ensures that data 

stored is secure, difficult to damage or lose due to mutual consensus. Every transaction is recorded, making it easy to carry out the 

audit process. Therefore, this research will design and implement prototype dApps for secure population management, leveraging the 

superior security of blockchain technology. The initial stage of research is to conduct a literature study. Furthermore, it is to create 

designs such as system, infrastructure, and activity diagrams. Then do the development of the dApps prototype. The last is testing using 

OWASP ZAP and cost analysis. A dApps prototype was implemented on a blockchain. Every transaction is recorded and publicly 

viewable through the Etherscan platform. Other data stored on a blockchain have gone through an AES-256 encryption process with 

the data owner's account key so that the owner can only see the data. The results of the tests performed show that there is no high-level 

warning. The cost analysis results show that the most used costs are when deploying smart contracts and making new data. For further 

development, it is implementing permissionless blockchain and multi-accounts. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

In 2020, the total population of Indonesia reached 270,20 

million [1]. Each resident is equipped with various identities 

such as KIA (Child Identity Card), KTP (Resident Identity 

Card), KK (Family Card), passport, etc. These identities are 

confidential and need to be kept secret [2]. Data for 2022 

shows that 66,48% of Indonesia's population has internet 

access [3]. The COVID-19 pandemic also catalyzes almost all 

sectors using technology for business processes. So internet 

use has increased to 52% since the pandemic [4]. 

For example, e-commerce applications such as Tokopedia, 

Bukalapak, and Bhinneka are in the buying and selling sector. 
Another government sector is the PeduliLindungi application, 

created in collaboration with Indonesian ministries. One of its 

functions is to store COVID-19 vaccination certificate data 

[5]. Another example is the JKN Mobile application 

developed by the Health Social Security Administration 

Agency (BPJS). The eHAC (electronic Health Alert Card) 

application is also in the government sector. In the financial 

industry, the Kreditplus application is used. 

These applications store confidential data that should be 

guaranteed security. However, the PeduliLindungi 
application, which holds the National Identity Number (NIK) 

and vaccine registration number on the COVID-19 

vaccination certificate [6] is suspected that there was a data 

leak due to the circulation of data by the President of the 

Republic of Indonesia, Joko Widodo [7]. Apps like 1) 

Tokopedia; 2) Bukalapak; 3) Bhinneka; and 4) JKN Mobile 

also experienced data leaks [7]. In August 2020, Kreditplus 

also experienced a data leak, namely as many as 890 thousand 

customer data in the form of names, e-mail addresses, 

passwords, home addresses, and KK data were sold on the 

Raid forums website [8]. The eHAC application also 
experienced a leak of 1.3 million user data [9]The data 

includes leaked names, home addresses, ID numbers, the 

hospital where the COVID-19 test was carried out, and others. 

Web3 combines the concept of decentralization, 

blockchain technology, and token-based economics [10]. 
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Web3 is a further development of Web1 & Web2. Web1 is 

known as a read-only because information moves in one 

direction. Meanwhile, Web2 is known as a read-write because 

the information has moved in both directions. Then Web3 can 

be called a read-write-own. It is a new idea that Web3 focuses 

on eliminating third parties with a decentralized process. 

Applications that run on blockchains are called decentralized 

applications (dApps) [11]. 

Blockchain provides several advantages in several aspects. 

For example, in parts (1) accounting settlement and 
crowdfunding; (2) data storage and sharing; (3) supply chain 

management; and (4) smart trading [12]. At number 2, the 

blockchain can be used as a secure repository of digital assets. 

It is because blockchain has the concept of decentralization 

and a secure ledger. Decentralization means not placing data 

in one centralized agent but placing it in everyone in the 

world. So, the data is difficult to tamper with. Besides that, 

blockchain can increase transparency and, of course, security. 

With these advantages, blockchain can solve personal data 

leaks in several applications. 

Several business sectors have started developing 
blockchain as their business foundation; for example, 

telemedicine utilizes blockchain to store patient data where 

patients can view and authenticate it [13]. In the transportation 

sector, a prototype was developed as a user identity 

management for public transportation in Europe [14]. 

Therefore, this research will focus on designing dApps for 

population data management applications to prevent leakage 

and misuse of confidential identity data. The system encrypts 

the data using AES with a key only owned by the data owner. 

After that, the blockchain stores that data. So, this design is 

expected to create a system that can prevent leaks and misuse 

of confidential identity data. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

A. Blockchain 

Blockchain is a decentralized and distributed database 

system with various combinations of interconnected blocks 

[15]. Blockchain decentralization means that the control or 

management of the system is not carried out by a single entity 

but by people who use the blockchain worldwide. This makes 

the blockchain secure because data becomes challenging to 

tamper with due to a consensus process. One of the most 

famous examples of blockchain implementation is 

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum. 

Fig. 1 [15] is an overview of the blockchain structure. Each 

block consists of data, the previous block's hash, and the 
current hash resulting from the data hashing process. A new 

block will appear if there is a data change, which also stores 

the previous block's hash. When there is a difference between 

the last block's hash and the current hash in the previous 

block, this indicates a damaged block that could be caused by 

someone wanting to destroy the data. 

 

 

Fig. 1  Blockchain structure 

 

Every time a state or data changes in a block, a transaction 

fee is required, known as a gas fee [16]. The gas fee results 

from multiplying the gas price and gas used. Changing the 

state or data means forming a new block. The transaction does 

not require a gas fee if there are no changes. The gas price unit 
used is not Ether (ETH) but Wei or Gwei. This unit is smaller 

than ETH: 1 ETH = 1018 wei = 109 Gwei. The nominal gas 

fee cannot be determined, meaning that each transaction can 

have a different price. 

When viewed from its application, blockchain has 

experienced development. Starting from Blockchain 1.0, 

Blockchain 2.0, and Blockchain 3.0 [12]. Blockchain 1.0 

deals with virtual currencies like Bitcoin, so blockchain is 

used as a payment system. Blockchain 2.0 has developed into 

a system that is not only payment but also operates in other 

sectors, such as security trading, supply chain finance, 

banking instruments, payment clearing, etc. In this phase, 
smart contracts, smart property, dApps, decentralized 

autonomous organizations (DAOs), and decentralized 

autonomous corporations (DACs) emerged. While 

Blockchain 3.0 is developing again and being used in various 

aspects such as government, health, science, culture, and art. 

Blockchain focuses on regulation and governance in a 

decentralized ecosystem in this era. 
Blockchain has two types [17], permissionless and 

permissioned blockchain. Permissionless blockchain means 

writers and readers can interact anytime, like Bitcoin. 

Meanwhile, permissioned blockchain means only those with 

access can write and read processes. It makes permissioned 

blockchains like centralized databases. 

B. Smart contract 

A smart contract is a program code installed on a 

blockchain [18] Nick Szabo first coined this term in the late 
1990s. At that time, smart contracts were described as 

vending machines. Someone inserts the appropriate coin, and 

then the machine will dispense something as requested. This 

example wants to show that there is no third-party influence. 
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It shows that the machine will issue something requested 

(assuming the number of coins is appropriate). 

Currently, the most popular developer platform for 

installing smart contracts is Ethereum. The smart contract will 

be installed on a virtual machine (for example, Ethereum 

Virtual Machine or EVM). The programming language used 

to develop smart contracts is Solidity, which is an object-

oriented programming language. 

Smart contracts have several advantages [19], 

1) Reduce the risk. Once installed, a smart contract 
cannot be changed. In addition, smart contracts store all 

historical data, making them easy to track and audit. This 

process reduces the risk of financial fraud. 

2) Reduce administrative and service costs: Third-party 

costs can be eliminated because they do not involve a third 

party. 

3) Improve the efficiency of business processes: As with 

the second point, it does not involve third parties, so business 

processes can be more efficient because they no longer go 

through third parties. 

Blockchain and AES are used as systems for recording 

financial transactions used by parents, students, and schools 

[20]. Parents or students can top up, and then students can 

transact for school needs. The nominal entered when topping 

up will be encrypted using AES and stored in the blockchain. 

Other data, such as student ID, transaction ID, transaction 

code, and others, are stored in a database without encryption. 
In this research, the data encrypted with AES before being 

stored on the blockchain is the entire data, not just part of the 

data. In addition, it does not use a regular database to store 

data. This aims to reduce data leakage. The use of blockchain 

with encryption in the health business sector [21], [22]. 

Blockchain is used to store patient data. Before being stored, 

the data is encrypted with a key generated by the application. 

In this study, the key is a wallet key. It shows that only people 

who own the data can decrypt and view it. 

Blockchain and AES encryption were utilized to store data 

[23]. Encryption uses finger vein reading technology, which 

can be used during verification. Meanwhile, in this research, 
verification is still carried out by comparing the data entered 

with the stored data. Blockchain and encryption are used to 

carry out Know Your Customer (KYC) verification [24]. 

Blockchain stores customer data entered into a company, so 

customers can verify their data at a different company without 

entering it again. However, the system generates the key to 

encoding the data. In this study, the key uses a wallet key 

owned only by the user. 

Based on previous studies, this research will develop a 

design to secure population data from data leaks. The security 

scenario is to store complete population data on a blockchain. 
Previously, the data had been encrypted using the AES 

algorithm with the data owner's wallet key. The smart contract 

that will be deployed is also equipped with a modifier function 

to check ownership of the smart contract. The application's 

encryption key is no longer generated through this design and 

is attached to the data owner. So, the data can only be seen by 

the owner. The modifier function provides additional security 

by ensuring that only the smart contract owner can access it. 

This research will develop a population system dApp 

prototype, described in three stages (Fig. 2). 
 

 

Fig. 2  Research stages 

 

The stage of this research begins with conducting a 

literature study, namely by reading previous studies and 

collecting data regarding data leakage. The next stage is to 

design DApps. This stage is to make three designs: system 

design, system infrastructure design, and activity diagram. 

The next stage is the development or coding of DApps. This 

stage is divided into several parts: smart contract 

development, which simultaneously configures permissioned 

blockchain, smart contract deployment configuration, and 

front-end development along with ether.js configuration. 

Further testing of dApps using the OWASP ZAP tool. The last 
is to analyze the resulting DApps. 

Open Web Application Security Project Zed Attack 

Proxy (OWASP ZAP) is an open-source tool that is useful for 

finding vulnerabilities in a website application [25][26]. The 

stages of its use consist of 5 steps, namely 1) Input - enter the 

hostname/host ID as input to attack; 2) Scan – application 

scan; 3) Discover – find application loopholes; 4) Analysis – 

the process of analyzing the findings by categorizing them 

into low, medium, high, and information; 5) Result – final 

result [27], [28]. 

 

Fig. 3  Data scheme 
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In this study, population data is used as data stored on the 

blockchain. This population data is depicted in Fig. 3. This 

data is some of the confidential data stored on a KTP. Data on 

the biological mother's name will be used in the verification 

process. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The DApps that will be developed are permissioned 

blockchains, meaning access restrictions exist. The limitation 

is access to attributes on smart contracts that can only be 

accessed by two actors, the government (Government) and 

residents (Citizens). Further is shown in Fig. 4.  

The government has two features: creating and updating 

citizen national identification. In comparison, Citizens have 

features for data claims (claim) and data re-claims (re-claim). 

In addition, when data is updated, Citizens will receive a 

notification before finally re-claiming. Fig. 5 illustrates the 

infrastructure of the dApps being developed. DApps is a 

website-based application with 2 JavaScript libraries, 

Ethers.js and Crypto.js. Ethers.js is used to communicate 

between dApps and smart contracts [29]. Meanwhile, 

Crypto.js [30] encrypts and decrypts population data stored in 
smart contracts.  

 

Fig. 4  dApps design 

 

 
Fig. 5  dApps infrastructure 

 

Fig. 6 is an activity diagram for making citizen data. The 

only actor involved is the Government, which interacts with 

the dApps. The government fills in the required data, which 

will then be encrypted with Crypto.js. The encrypted data is 

JSON data (Fig. 10), while the NIK value, birth mother's 

name, and date of birth are stored in a private attribute on the 

smart contract without encryption. These three data are 
helpful for the verification process. Fig. 7 shows an activity 

diagram illustrating the Citizen data verification and claim 

process. The only actor involved is Citizen, who is connected 

directly to dApps. This is an application of blockchain that 

eliminates third parties. Only Citizens can verify directly 

through the system without going through a third party. The 

data used to verify is NIK, biological mother's name, and date 

of birth. After the successful verification process, the Citizen 

can continue the claim process. 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 are the main features of this 

developed model. The first part of the process is encrypting 

data before being stored on the blockchain. Next is the data 
verification process. The first stage of verification is locking 

the data with the Citizen's wallet key after successfully 

matching the data. The next verification is when a Citizen 

wants to see the data. The data can only be seen by the data 

owner, namely the Citizen. 

When interacting between dApps and smart contracts, 

users need a wallet (e.g., MetaMask). In this dApps prototype, 

1 MetaMask account can only be used by one user. For 
example, using Government can only be done with 1 

MetaMask account and cannot be changed. As with Citizen 

users, it can only use 1 MetaMask account. This wallet also 

pays the gas fees required when using dApps. Not all 

operations require a gas fee. 

Smart contracts are developed using the HardHat 

framework [31], which is a framework for developing smart 

contracts. In this study, HardHat is used to install (deploy) 

smart contracts on EVM. 2 smart contracts are being 

developed, the MainContract (Population Management 

System Contract), which will be fully connected to dApps. 

Then the MainContract will relate to the SubContract (Citizen 
National Identification Contract) used to store data. 
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Fig. 6  Activity diagram - Creation of citizen data 

 
Fig. 7  Activity diagram - Citizen data verification and claim 

 
Several configurations are done to ensure that the 

permissioned blockchain is implemented. The first is using 

the private modifier (Fig. 8) on all attributes to ensure that 

they cannot be accessed publicly. The second is creating an 

attribute owner (Fig. 8), which contains data on the contract 

owner. The third is creating a modifier function (Fig. 9) to 

check whether the owner/account who calls the smart contract 

function has access. 

 

 
Fig. 8  Example of private attribute 

address private _owner; 
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Fig. 9 shows that the addMasterData() function can only be 

accessed when the function caller is the smart contract's 

owner. Blockchain has the concept of openness, meaning 

anyone can access the smart contract installed on an EVM. 

Therefore, this configuration is required to restrict access. 

 

 
Fig. 9  Example of modifier function and the implementation 

Fig. 10 illustrates the status of population data which helps 

show the state of population data. There are four statuses, (1) 

UNCLAIMED, meaning that the Government has just formed 

the data; (2) VERIFIED, meaning the Citizen has verified his 

data by entering NIK data, date of birth, and birth mother's 

name; (3) CLAIMED, meaning that Citizen has made a data 

claim by making his account the owner of the contract so that 
he has access to the data; (4) UPDATED, meaning that the 

Government changes data. In the data claim process, there is 

a change of the SubContract owner, previously owned by the 

Government, which becomes owned by the Citizen. 

 

Fig. 10  Population data statuses 

Fig. 11 illustrates the process of data encryption and 

decryption. Process a) is a data encryption process, and 

process b) is a data decryption process. The account wallet's 

key is helpful when encrypting and decrypting. Each data is 

locked with a wallet key, meaning only the account that locks 
it can access it. It maintains the privacy of user data. 

 

 
Fig. 11  Encryption-decryption process 

 

Fig. 12 shows what data (plain text) will be encrypted on 

dApps. In addition, it offers data (encrypted text) stored in 

smart contracts. The plain text contains JSON string resident 

data. At the same time, the key is an example of a wallet's key 

from a MetaMask account. The encrypted text is data stored 

in the SubContract. The encryption and decryption process 

uses the Crypto.JS library with the AES-256 algorithm. 

modifier onlyOwner() { 
  require( 
    _owner == msg.sender, 
    "Only Owner Allowed to Perform This 
Action" 
  ); 
  _; 
} 
 
function addMasterData(…) public onlyOwner 
{ 
  … 
} 
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Fig. 12  Example of encrypted data 

 

In this study, smart contracts are installed on the Sepolia 

Testnet. To establish a smart contract, a wallet account is 

required. The account used is a government account. Fig. 13 

shows the Government dashboard dApps connected to the 

Sepolia Testnet. This image also shows that a MetaMask 

account is required to access the dashboard page. 

 

 
Fig. 13  Government dashboard 

Meanwhile, Fig. 14 shows the Citizen form for data 

verification. As with the Government, access requires a 

MetaMask account. Based on the dApps infrastructure design 

(Fig. 5), the Government and Citizen websites are made 

differently. 

 

 

Fig. 14  Citizen verification form page 

Fig. 15  Etherscan 

One of blockchain's advantages is that it has a recorded 

history of changes/access (transactions). Fig. 15 shows the 

transaction history of the contracts made. Every recorded 

transaction is publicly viewable on Etherscan 

(https://sepolia.etherscan.io/) by entering the platform or 

smart contract address. 

Vulnerability testing using OWASP ZAP was carried out 

to determine the vulnerability to attacks from this design. 

Testing is carried out by entering the website address into an 
automated scan tool. Then OWASP ZAP will automatically 

scan the website. 

TABLE I 

OWASP ZAP SUMMARY OF ALERTS REPORT 

No Risk level Number of alerts 

1 High 0 
2 Medium 6 
3 Low 3 
4 Informational 4 
5 False Positives 0 

 

Table 1 shows the scanning report on vulnerability testing 

results using the OWASP ZAP tool. No high alerts or false 

positives were found. 

TABLE II 

ALERTS DETAIL 

No Name Risk level 

Number 

of 

instances 

1 Absence of Anti-CSRF 
Tokens 

Medium 12 

2 Application Error 
Disclosure 

Medium 2 

3 CSP: Wildcard Directive Medium 12 
4 Content Security Policy 

(CSP) Header Not Set 

Medium 168 

5 Missing Anti-clickjacking 
Header 

Medium 168 

6 Vulnerable JS Library Medium 11 
7 Cross-Domain JavaScript 

Source File Inclusion 
Low  11 

8 Timestamp Disclosure - 
Unix 

Low  816 

9 X-Content-Type-Options 
Header Missing 

Low 669 

10 Content-Type Header 
Missing  

Informational 156 

11 Information Disclosure - 
Suspicious Comments 

Informational 407 

12 Modern Web Application Informational 5 
13 User Agent Fuzzer Informational 1872 

 
Several warnings are present for the middle and lower 

levels. These warnings are caused by the libraries used, such 

as Bootstrap, data tables, font-awesome, etc. Table 2 provides 

more complete information. 
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TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF GAS USAGE FEES PER METHOD 

No Method 
Ethereum Sepolia Polygon Mumbai 

Gas fee 
(ETH) 

Gas fee 
(USD) 

Gas fee 
(MATIC) 

Gas fee 
(MATIC) 

1 Deployment 

main contract 
(1 smart 
contract) 

6.40 
E-03 

1.14 
E+01 

4.24 
E-02 

2.54 
E-02 

2 The 
government 
creates new 
citizen data 
(sub-main 

contract 
created) 

3.52 
E-03 

6.24 
E+00 

4.27 
E-03 

2.56 
E-03 

3 Government 
updates 
citizen data 

2.49 

E-04 

4.41 

E-01 

3.71 

E-04 

2.22 

E-04 

4 Citizen 
verifies data 

1.43 
E-04 

2.53 
E-01 

1.58 
E-04 

9.46 
E-05 

5 Citizen 

claims data 

6.89 

E-04 

1.22 

E+00 

8.25 

E-04 

4.95 

E-04 
6 Citizen re-

claims data 
2.23 
E-04 

3.96 
E-01 

2.96E-
04 

1.77 
E-04 

 

Table 3 compares gas fee usage per method on 2 

blockchains, Ethereum Sepolia and Polygon Mumbai. On 

Ethereum, Sepolia uses ETH with a conversion of 1 ETH = 

1773.93 USD (data on May 13, 2023, at 01.17). Meanwhile, 
Polygon Mumbai uses MATIC with a conversion of 1 

MATIC = 0.6 USD (data on May 23, 2023, at 22.38). Both 

chains are similar in using gas fees (ETH/MATIC); the 

method that requires the most gas fees is contract installation 

(number 1), which occurs once. However, there is a visible 

difference in method number 1; Polygon Mumbai is more 

numerous than Ethereum Sepolia. When converted to USD, 

Polygon Mumbai is much lower.  Fig. 16 illustrates the 

comparison of gas fees between Ethereum Sepolia and 

Polygon Mumbai. 

 

 

Fig. 16  Comparison of Gas Fee Usage for Ethereum Sepolia and Polygon 

Mumbai 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The population management system dApp prototype can be 

implemented with the design made. Therefore, the advantages 

of blockchain can be seen, one of which is a visible 

transaction history. Next, data storage in the blockchain is 

carried out with AES-256 encryption with the owner's 
account key first so the owner can only see the data. Based on 

the test results, no dangerous warnings are found. From the 

gas fee usage data, the process of creating new data by the 

Government requires many gas fees compared to other 

methods that cannot happen once. This developed model still 

uses permissioned blockchain, meaning access restrictions 

exist. You can implement a permissionless blockchain for 

population information systems for further development. In 

addition, multi-accounts should be implemented, especially 

for government users. 
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